Benefits of Affiliation

Why join the nearly 600 other Conservative Jewish communities across North America that make up USCJ? Because we work with your leadership team to provide guidance at every level—from technical support to visionary leadership training. Because we have the unique ability to identify shared challenges and pass on innovative solutions. Because, as a network, we offer extensive knowledge to enrich each individual community with which we partner.

As an affiliated congregation, you will:

► Increase capacity to:
  • Create a strategic plan
  • Develop your board
  • Cultivate the next generation of leaders
  • Prepare your leadership for the responsibilities and changes that lay ahead
  • Foster inclusion for those with disabilities
  • Engage tweens and teens
  • Connect with baby boomer congregants

► Convene with others to:
  • Study Torah
  • Discuss current events and issues relevant to your community
  • Create a path to welcome interfaith families
  • Determine the future of Conservative Judaism
  • Share ideas and learn from experts in the field of family engagement
  • Celebrate extraordinary achievement in congregational life

► Gain access to:
  • The "secret sauce" that helps congregations thrive
  • The Commons, USCJ's digital community platform
  • Security webinars and resources
  • The scholars at the Conservative Yeshiva
  • Best practices in financial sustainability
  • No cost mediation and arbitration services
  • Curriculum guidance, resources and planning templates for congregational schools
  • Website hosting and IT services
  • Cost savings programs
  • Support during educator placement process

Only as one powerful, connected network can we advance the critical role an authentic and dynamic Judaism plays in the Jewish world and beyond.

Learn more at our website or find the best contact based on your location.